
TOPOLOGY OF SINGULAR FIBERS OF GENERIC MAPSOSAMU SAEKIFaulty of Mathematis, Kyushu University, Hakozaki, Fukuoka 812-8581, Japane-mail: saeki�math.kyushu-u.a.jphome-page: http://www.math.kyushu-u.a.jp/esaeki/Abstrat. This talk has two purposes.(1) We lassify singular �bers of proper C1 stable maps of orientable 4-manifolds into 3-manifolds up to right-left equivalene. We show that thesignature of the soure oriented 4-manifold of suh a stable map oinideswith the algebrai number of singular �bers of a ertain type.(2) For a generi map of negative odimension in general, we have a strat-i�ation of the target manifold aording to the �bers. Using this, we de�nethe universal omplexes of singular �bers similar to Vassiliev's universal om-plexes of multi-singularities. We show that their ohomology groups give riseto obordism invariants of smooth maps with a given set of loal and globalsingularities. 1. IntrodutionLet f : M ! N be a proper smooth map of an n-dimensional manifold M intoa p-dimensional manifold N . When its odimension p�n is nonnegative, i.e. whenn � p, for any point y in the target N , the inverse image f�1(y) onsists of a �nitenumber of points, provided that f is generi enough. Hene, in order to study thesemi-loal behavior of a generi map f around (the inverse image of) a point y 2 N ,we have only to onsider the multi-germ f : (M; f�1(y)) ! (N; y). Therefore, wean use the well-developed theory of multi-jet spaes and their setions in order tostudy suh semi-loal behaviors of generi maps.However, if the odimension p � n is stritly negative, then the inverse imagef�1(y) is no longer a disrete set. In general, f�1(y) forms a omplex of positivedimension n � p. Hene, we have to study the map germ f : (M; f�1(y)) !(N; y) along a set of positive dimension, namely along a singular �ber. Surprisinglyenough, there has been no systemati study of suh map germs in the literature, aslong as the author knows.In this talk, we onsider the odimension�1 ase, i.e. the ase with n�p = 1, andlassify the right-left equivalene lasses of generi map germs f : (M; f�1(y)) !(N; y) for n = 2; 3; 4 (Theorem 2.2). For the ase n = 3, Kushner, Levine and Porto[6, 7℄ lassi�ed the singular �bers of C1 stable maps of 3-manifolds into surfaes upto di�eomorphism; however, they did not mention a lassi�ation up to right-leftequivalene (for details, see De�nition 2.1 in x2).Given a generi map f : M ! N of negative odimension, the target manifoldN is naturally strati�ed aording to the right-left equivalene lasses of f-�bers.By arefully investigating how the strata are inident to eah other, we get someinformation on the homology lass represented by a set of the points in the targetwhose assoiated �bers are of ertain types. This leads to some limitations on theo-existene of singular �bers. As an interesting and very important onsequeneof suh o-existene results, we show that for a C1 stable map f : M ! N of alosed orientable 4-manifoldM into a 3-manifoldN , the Euler harateristi of thesoure manifoldM has the same parity as the number of singular �bers of type III8as depited in Fig. 1 (Theorem 2.4). Furthermore, when the soure 4-manifold is1



oriented, its signature oinides with the algebrai number of singular �bers of typeIII8 (Theorem 2.5). Note that these kinds of results would be impossible if we usedthe multi-germs of a given map at the singular points ontained in a �ber instead ofonsidering the topology of the �bers. In other words, our idea of essentially usingthe topology of singular �bers leads to new information on the global struture ofgeneri maps.Furthermore, the natural strati�ation of the target manifold aording to the�bers enables us to generalize Vassiliev's universal omplex of multi-singularities[12℄ to our ase. In this talk, we de�ne suh universal omplexes of singular �bersand ompute the orresponding ohomology groups in ertain ases. It turns outthat ohomology lasses of suh omplexes give rise to obordism invariants formaps with a given set of singularities in the sense of Rim�anyi and Sz}us [9℄.For more details, refer to the preprint [10℄.2. Classifiation of singular fibers and their topologyDe�nition 2.1. Let fi : Mi ! Ni be smooth maps, i = 0; 1. For yi 2 Ni, we saythat the �bers over y0 and y1 are di�eomorphi (or homeomorphi) if (f0)�1(y0) �M0 and (f1)�1(y1) � M1 are di�eomorphi (resp. homeomorphi) as subsets ofsmooth manifolds. Furthermore, we say that the �bers over y0 and y1 are C1equivalent (or C0 equivalent), if for some open neighborhoods Ui of yi in Ni, thereexist di�eomorphisms (resp. homeomorphisms) e' : (f0)�1(U0) ! (f1)�1(U1) and' : U0 ! U1 with '(y0) = y1 whih make the following diagram ommutative:((f0)�1(U0); (f0)�1(y0)) e'�����! ((f1)�1(U1); (f1)�1(y1))??yf0 ??yf1(U0; y0) '�����! (U1; y1):(2.1)When the �bers over y0 and y1 are C1 (or C0) equivalent, we also say that themap germs f0 : (M0; (f0)�1(y0)) ! (N0; y0) and f1 : (M1; (f1)�1(y1)) ! (N1; y1)are smoothly (or topologially) right-left equivalent. Note that then (f0)�1(y0) and(f1)�1(y1) are di�eomorphi (resp. homeomorphi) to eah other in the above sense.Theorem 2.2. Let f : M ! N be a proper C1 stable map of an orientable 4-manifold M into a 3-manifold N . Then, every singular �ber of f is equivalent tothe disjoint union of one of the �bers as in Fig. 1 and a �nite number of opies ofa �ber of the trivial irle bundle.In Fig. 1, � denotes the odimension of the set of points inN whose orresponding�bers are equivalent to the relevant one. Furthermore, I�; II� and III� mean thenames of the orresponding singular �bers, and \=" is used only for separating the�gures. Note that the list of singular �bers for proper stable maps of orientable3-manifolds into surfaes onsists of those �bers with � � 2 of Fig. 1, and that thelist for proper Morse funtions on orientable surfaes onsists of those with � � 1.Theorem 2.2 is proved as follows. We �rst list up all the possible 1-dimensionalomplexes whih arise as a singular �ber, by a areful ombinatorial argument.Then we use Ehresmann's �bration theorem together with a lassi�ation of multi-germs up to right equivalene [13, 2℄ to onstrut di�eomorphisms as in (2.1).Theorem 2.2 has been generalized to the ase of nonorientable soure in [14℄.As an immediate orollary to Theorem 2.2, we have the following. Compare thiswith a result of Damon [1℄ about stable map germs in nie dimensions.Corollary 2.3. Two �bers of proper C1 stable maps of orientable n-manifoldsinto (n � 1)-manifolds (n = 2; 3; 4) are C1 equivalent if and only if they are C0equivalent. 2
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By studying the adjaeny of singular �bers, we obtain the following results.Theorem 2.4. Let f : M ! N be a C1 stable map of a losed orientable 4-manifold into a 3-manifold. Then the number of singular �bers of f of type III8has the same parity as the Euler harateristi of M .When the 4-manifoldM is oriented, one an assign a sign (= �1) to eah �berof type III8. Then, we have the following.Theorem 2.5 (T. Yamamoto and O. Saeki [11℄). Let f :M ! N be a C1 stablemap of a losed oriented 4-manifold into a 3-manifold. Then the algebrai numberof singular �bers of f of type III8 oinides with the signature of M .3. Universal omplex for singular fibersFor n; p � 0, let Tpr(n; p) denote the set of all proper Thom maps betweenmanifolds of dimensions n and p. Reall that a Thom map is a strati�ed map withrespet to Whitney regular strati�ations of the soure and the target suh thatit is a submersion on eah stratum and satis�es a ertain regularity ondition (forexample, see [3℄).De�nition 3.1. We say that an equivalene relation � = �n;p among the �bers ofelements of Tpr(n; p) is admissible if the following holds.(1) C0 equivalent �bers are equivalent with respet to �.(2) For any two proper Thom maps fi : Mi ! Ni and for any points yi 2Ni, i = 0; 1, whose �bers are equivalent to eah other with respet to �,there exist neighborhoods Ui of yi in Ni, i = 0; 1, and a homeomorphism' : U0 ! U1 suh that '(y0) = y1 and '(U0 \ eF(f0)) = U1 \ eF(f1) forevery equivalene lass eF of �bers with respet to �, where eF(fi) is the setof points in Ni over whih lies a �ber of fi of type eF.For an equivalene lass eF of �bers with respet to �, its odimension � = �(eF)is well-de�ned. For an equivalene lass eG of odimension � + 1, we take a properThom map f with eG(f) 6= ;. Let � � eG(f) be a top dimensional stratum, andB� a small disk whih intersets � transversely exatly at its enter and whosedimension oinides with the odimension of �. Then B� \ eF(f) onsists of a �nitenumber of ars whih have B�\� as a ommon end point. Let [eF : eG℄ 2 Z2 denotethe number of suh ars modulo two, whih learly does not depend on the hoieof B�, � or f by De�nition 3.1 (2).Let us onstrut a omplex of �bers with oeÆients in Z2 with respet to theadmissible equivalene relation � as follows. For � � 0, let C�(Tpr(n; p); �) be theZ2-vetor spae onsisting of all formal linear ombinations,X�(eF)=�meFeF (meF 2 Z2);whih may possibly ontain in�nitely many terms, of the equivalene lasses eF of�bers with odimension � with respet to the equivalene relation �. For � < 0, weput C�(Tpr(n; p); �) = 0. De�ne the Z2-linear mapÆ� : C�(Tpr(n; p); �)! C�+1(Tpr(n; p); �)by Æ�(eF) = X�(eG)=�+1[eF : eG℄eG;(3.1) 4



for eF with �(eF) = �. We warn the reader that the sum appearing in the righthand side of (3.1) may possibly ontain in�nitely many terms. Nevertheless, fora given equivalene lass eG of �bers, the number of equivalene lasses eF of �berswith odimension � suh that [eF : eG℄ 6= 0 is �nite by virtue of the loal �niteness ofthe Whitney regular strati�ations and the de�nition of an admissible equivalenerelation. Hene, the linear map Æ� is well-de�ned.It is not diÆult to show that Æ�+1 Æ Æ� = 0. Hene, (C�(Tpr(n; p); �); Æ�)�onstitutes a omplex and its ohomology groups H�(Tpr(n; p); �) are well-de�ned.Remark 3.2. One an naturally de�ne the multi-singularity equivalene by usingthe multi-germs at the singular points ontained in a �ber. This is an admissibleequivalene relation. Then the universal omplex of singular �bers with respetto the multi-singularity equivalene orresponds to Vassiliev's universal omplex ofmulti-singularities [12℄ (see also [5, 8℄).It turns out that ohomology lasses of the above onstruted universal omplexof singular �bers give rise to obordism invariants of singular maps in the senseof Rim�anyi and Sz}us [9℄. More preisely, every f 2 Tpr(n; p) naturally indues ahomomorphism 'f : H�(Tpr(n; p); �)! H�(N ;Z2), and 'f restrited to a ertainsubgroup is a singular obordism invariant of f . For example, we show that forthe fold obordism of Morse funtions on oriented surfaes, a omplete obordisminvariant onstruted in [4℄ is also obtained in this way (in fat, we need a o-oriented version of the universal omplex of singular �bers for this purpose).We also show that the above homomorphism 'f an be used to haraterizeoyles of the universal omplex of singular �bers.Referenes[1℄ J. Damon,Topologial properties of real simple germs, urves, and the nie dimensions n > p,Math. Pro. Camb. Phil. So. 89 (1981), 457{472.[2℄ A. du Plessis, T. Ga�ney and L.C. Wilson, Map-germs determined by their disriminants,Strati�ations, singularities and di�erential equations, I (Marseille, 1990; Honolulu, HI, 1990),pp. 1{40, Travaux en Cours, 54, Hermann, Paris, 1997.[3℄ C.G. Gibson, K. Wirthm�uller, A.A. du Plessis and E.J.N. Looijenga, Topologial stability ofsmooth mappings, Leture Notes in Math., Vol. 552, Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1976.[4℄ K. Ikegami and O. Saeki, Cobordism group of Morse funtions on surfaes, to appear in J.Math. So. Japan.[5℄ M.E. Kazaryan, Hidden singularities and Vassiliev's homology omplex of singularity lasses(Russian), Mat. Sb. 186 (1995), 119{128; English translation in Sb. Math. 186 (1995), 1811{1820.[6℄ L. Kushner, H. Levine and P. Porto,Mapping three-manifolds into the plane I, Bol. So. Mat.Mexiana 29 (1984), 11{33.[7℄ H. Levine, Classifying immersions into R4 over stable maps of 3-manifolds into R2, LetureNotes in Math., Vol. 1157, Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1985.[8℄ T. Ohmoto, Vassiliev omplex for ontat lasses of real smooth map-germs, Rep. Fa. Si.Kagoshima Univ. Math. Phys. Chem. 27 (1994), 1{12.[9℄ R. Rim�anyi and A. Sz}us, Pontrjagin-Thom-type onstrution for maps with singularities,Topology 37 (1998), 1177{1191.[10℄ O. Saeki, Topology of singular �bers of generi maps, preprint, May 2003, available athttp://www.math.kyushu-u.a.jp/esaeki/.[11℄ O. Saeki and T. Yamamoto, Singular �bers of stable maps and signatures of 4-manifolds, inpreparation.[12℄ V.A. Vassilyev, Lagrange and Legendre harateristi lasses, Translated from the Russian,Advaned Studies in Contemporary Mathematis, Vol. 3, Gordon and Breah Siene Pub-lishers, New York, 1988.[13℄ K. Wirthm�uller, Singularities determined by their disriminant, Math. Ann. 252 (1980),237{245.[14℄ T. Yamamoto, Classi�ation of singular �bers and its appliations (in Japanese), MasterThesis, Hokkaido Univ., Marh 2002. 5


